Follow diagrams for placement: Apply Aztec paneling decals to the model first (after painting) and allow them to dry before applying the marking decals supplied the model set.

Basic decals for one minute in room-temperature water. Allow decals to relax outside the water for 1 to 2 minutes to allow them to release from the backing paper. Gently slide decal around on the backing paper until it floats freely. Pre-wet the application area.

Avoid stretching large decals by holding the entire decal in position on the model while sliding out the backing paper. Allow each decal to dry before applying another decal directly next to it.

These decals are compatible with setting solution which can be applied to conform around surface details. For best results apply clear coat for final finish.

To ease application, large decals can be cut along panel lines before soaking. Simply butt the sections back together when positioning them on the model.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

ADVERTENCIA: PELIGRO DE ASFIXIA - Contenga pizarras pequeñas. No apto para niños menores de 3 años.